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About thirty-five years ago, the Municipal Corporation Subcontractors began an in-earnest plan to move the bulk of their operations to China.

The apparent motivation for this was the ability to exploit the Chinese workforce, with cheap, plentiful, non-union labor immediately increasing profitability for them.

According to their Rome-based modus operandi which we can observe for more than two thousand years, it was also a move to diversify globally and begin undermining the industrial base of The United States and Europe to prevent us from being able to compete effectively against their Chinese-based products.

When the parasite moves to a new host, it ritualistically undermines and damages the old host, so that the prior host cannot compete with its new host. It's just business. No hard feelings. The old wife is worn out bearing children, so write her off and buy a new one.

Accordingly, Taiwan and HSBC, the British entangled Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, became the world's leaders in black market commodity rigging and money laundering for the British Crown and Rome, which operated the two Municipal Corporation Subcontractors out of DC as the muscle and the face needed to beguile China.

Following their established Dumping Ground Fraud Scheme, the Perpetrators offered the Chinese a deal they couldn't refuse --- dump all the debts of all the Chinese corporations registered as franchises of the British Crown-operated Municipal Corporation or the City-operated Municipal Corporation Subcontractors on America.

So, the British Crown Corporation affiliate, China, Inc., was promptly set up and was soon followed by the City Corporation affiliate, CHINA, INC. The old game of accumulating franchise debt ---to be off-loaded against our country and our people in yet another pre-planned bankruptcy--- began.
China, like all the other countries involved in this bankruptcy fraud scheme, charged all the debts of all their Municipal Corporation franchises against the Americans; we received all the debts, the foreign Municipal Corporation Perpetrators received all the profits.

And, predictably, China's industry and infrastructure building and everything else exploded. Thousands of new factories and storefronts erupted like mushrooms in spring. Millions of Chinese workers found themselves working longer and longer shifts. In America, "Made in America" stickers disappeared while "Made in China" stickers proliferated in the same explosive manner.

We were paying for our own industrial demise, and we were paying both coming and going. Thanks to Breach of Trust and Service Obligations, the actual foreign operators of the two offending Municipal Corporations were using our credit and our physical assets to buy their way into China, as well as pouring slush from their Black Ops operations into China.

On the other side of the China Pipeline, we were paying at the cash register, too. And that wasn't the only way we were paying for all this largesse.

Our natural resources were being stripped, everything from our children being human trafficked, to natural gas being siphoned, to lumber being loaded up and carted away to China. Anyone could stand on any California dock and watch it sail over the horizon.

So our raw materials were being shipped to China to feed their industrial capacity and China was shipping the finished goods back to our markets and we were paying them for the finished goods ---- and they were charging off all their operating expenses to us, too. It was a Trifecta of asset stripping done by professionals.

After all, Rome has been doing this since 753 BC.

Conditions in the EU were not much better, if better at all.

There, the Chinese goods simply got new stickers applied to them so that they appeared to come from Bangladesh or some other country of origin, and the shipping pattern --- how the natural resources got to China and how the finished goods got back to the EU --- was more complex, but it was still the same scheme.

The Perpetrators went on undermining of the industrial bases of Europe and The United States, still forcing the victims to pay for the Chinese goods, still manipulating everything so that natural resources from Europe were being stripped and sent to China, too.

Meantime, every kind of Sweetheart Deal they could possibly give to China was given to China --- at least, on paper. Lots of handshaking. Lots of smiles. Best Friends Forever.
The money and credit literally poured into China like a tidal wave for decades, so much so that the Chinese Government was running out of industrial base-related projects to spend it on. Building giant modern cities in the Gobi Desert became an option.

Chinese workers must have wondered what was going on? Suddenly, their worst enemies were their best customers? Their lives improved dramatically in some ways, even as the government imposed ever-more stringent surveillance on them, and their news channels became increasingly westernized.

Anyone familiar with Roman History and take-over operations wasn't confused, but it must have seemed like a trip to The Land of Oz for most of the Chinese people --- everything was booming, all at once, all over. British, American, Dutch, and even Japanese tourists came crowding in.

Everyone in the Jet Set was a nobody until they went to Beiijing.

So everyone went to China and everyone saw that China's biggest problem was also their biggest asset: their people, but the Brits and the Romans had long ago observed that, and made their plans accordingly.

First, China would be coerced to reduce their population, which they did, resulting in the so-called "One Child Policy" and punishment for any couple who had more than one child.

This also resulted in a million man surplus, unmarried men of a certain age who could not find mates, due to the strong cultural prejudice in favor of sons and against daughters which resulted in widespread genocide against female fetuses and even toddlers --- if their Mother subsequently conceived a boy. And then, ironically, a shortage of Wives and Mothers.

This meddling with life and disrespect for it led to a million man army, a virtual "New Wall of China" --- because these extra men were viewed as largely expendable commodities by their own government and were viewed as cheap mercenaries by the invading western commercial corporations.

Cheap mercenaries are a requirement for Mercenary Conflicts and wars for profit, which is part and parcel of how the Romans have always operated. The whole One Child Policy was more about creating a cheap million man mercenary force than overpopulation, which shows again the cynical, selfish, premeditated nature of the beast.

Not only did they undermine our industrial capacity and seek to destroy it, even to the point of sending operatives out as arsonists to burn down our food production facilities and oil refineries, but they arranged train derailments involving highly toxic chemicals in an effort to destroy soil and water --- this on top of a long term program of aerial spraying of poisonous and highly incendiary industrial waste products on our soil and adding more industrial waste products --- fluoride -- to our water and dental care products.
This is all textbook Roman methodology, unchanged for centuries. They learned this from the Jews during their sieges and fights with the Maccabees, and improved upon it in typical Roman fashion.

There was nobody protecting us, because the Roman Subcontractors who were supposed to be protecting us, were busy stabbing us in the back and picking our pockets instead.

The entire situation now playing out was put in motion during the Reagan Administration. Weather modification warfare began in the 1950s. Elements of scalar warfare began in the early 1970's progressing to over-the-horizon "radar" systems and HAARP in 1987. Aerial spraying began in 1989. Slice-and-dice CIPPA based warfare technologies became available in the mid-1990's and here we are, set up like Christmas Turkeys by our own employees.

While the Brits have the well-deserved reputation for guile, the Romans have the well-deserved reputation for ruthlessness; when they work together, the Brits operate as the charming front men, and the Romans follow up with the practical implementation. This is the way it has been for the past 1000 years, and this is not the first time that the Brits and the Romans have attempted to take over China.

The Chinese have proven to be remarkably tough; the Chinese prefer peace, because in the end, it is more profitable. The Chinese aren't susceptible to the importation of drugs and drug culture --- already been there and done that the second time they squared off against Rome.

Everything was going smoothly and according to the Brit-Roman Plan, when two groups of military personnel --- some Chinese Generals and U.S. Navy Admirals --- decided to get into the act and siphon money and goods off the Chinese-American trade pipeline. The Americans went right on paying at the cash registers, but the Chinese workers weren't getting paid on time and the warehouses that should have been stuffed full of finished goods awaiting shipment were empty.

Something was wrong in Hong Kong. Extra orders had been placed and not paid for. The Chinese appeared to have extended far more credit than anyone imagined, and it looked like the Americans welched and didn't pay. When the whole thing boiled out, the crooked military cartel in the middleman position was flushed out, but the Chinese were still mad and still on the short end of the stick.

The Pipeline Shortage Scheme was all contrived by the foreign Municipal Corporation Subcontractors and their Personnel acting in collusion with some crooked Chinese Generals who were subsequently executed. There is no official record of what happened to the U.S. Navy Admirals and Commanders attached to the Pacific Fleet who were involved.

The Gross Breach of Trust against this country and its people demonstrated by the courting of China and the stripping and undermining of America is self-evident. So are all the other typical Roman tactics borrowed from The Book of Isaiah, ----in which the secretive process of poisoning our soil and water and food is detailed.
Now, we hear that these same degenerate Municipal Corporations and their franchises are going to "war" --- illegal, immoral, unlawful Mercenary War -- with China. The initial reports say that the Pope is going to lead this attack. We sincerely hope this isn't true.

The British Crown and the City of Rome Perpetrators used the Municipal Corporations in the District of Columbia to engineer this whole thing.

They used our resources to court China and to buy off Chinese politicians -- then forced us under color of law to pay for our own economic demise and to pay their debts and to suffer their abusive racketeering as they prepared to leave our country and our people defamed and desolate and polluted with their poisons.

Now, they find that the Chinese have slammed the door in their faces and are probably preparing to nationalize all those investments of our money and assets in China. Predictably, they will tell Big Lies and maybe cook up some ugly False Flag events ---- but that is all nonsense.

It was our credit and our assets that they invested, albeit, for their own benefit, not ours --- that much is true --- but we didn't invest it, and they had no authority to invest anything of ours, so the Municipal Corporations, on top of everything else, are liable for our losses. Not the Chinese.

The crooks and the Bad Guys in this situation aren't the Chinese. It's the British Crown and the Roman Municipal Subcontractors responsible for this.

They targeted us on one end of the scheme and targeted China on the other.

So, they think --- why not engage in another war-for-profit? Make it look like the Americans are the Aggressors, and then purposefully lose to China, with backdoor deals in place to guarantee that their investments in China will be honored?

Where have we seen this before?

Our own War of Independence.

King George financed both sides of the conflict. His Cousin, George Washington, arranged it all.

King George had entered into some ill-advised Treaties with native tribes in the Northeastern United States during what we call The French and Indian War, promising them vast tracts of land and promising to halt colonization and immigration into the land beyond the Cumberland Gap. Having won the war, his native Allies were looking forward to peace and prosperity, however, the King had other plans in mind.
So when the dust settled on The War of Independence, George III was no worse the wear, his investments in America were intact and unharmed thanks to Cousin George, the treaty obligations to the native people were in the dustbin through no apparent fault of his own, and the colonization of the land west of the Cumberland Gap was free to proceed under the new government's administration.

We are in a similar overall position now, wherein Rome could fight a short and deliberately unsuccessful Mercenary War with China, all pre-planned for that result, and --- similar to King George III dumping his obligation to honor the native treaties via a change in government, Rome might hope to keep all those nice investments in China and shirk the liability for our losses.

We've seen it before, we don't need to see it again.

We won't defend the people and institutions that have bilked us for 163 years and who are in fact responsible for investing our credit and physical assets in China. We know how they have treated us, how they have planned this strategic takeover of China at our expense, how they have harmed our people, our land, our soil, and our water with malice aforethought as a final vile and cruel injustice against a nation that has always been owed good faith service.

The rest of the world must look at our experience with horror and know that all this damage has been inflicted on us --- not by China, but by those who targeted China. All this damage has been done to us by Principals and Municipal Corporations that owe us good faith service.

Ironically, the Americans and the Chinese are in the same boat, both attacked without provocation by the same criminal opportunists.

It's time for this four hundred year-old crime spree to end.

We wish for the forfeiture of the British Crown Corporation, the District of Columbia Corporation, the Washington DC Municipality, the United States of America Corporation, and their affiliates, including but not limited to their individual franchises, subsidiaries, agencies, clearinghouses, banks, and treasuries, to the lawful national government and the people to whom these debts and damages are owed.

We wish for these criminal enterprises to be permanently repurposed, restructured, and reformed without exception, so that war for profit and all the evils that go with it, are no more.

We wish for all the so-called National Franchises, for example, Australia, Inc. and AUSTRALIA, created for the purpose of Debt Dumping on America, to be similarly forfeited to the lawful national governments and we wish for the Odious Debts that have been dumped on the American people by these Municipal Franchise Corporations in successive bankruptcies, to be removed and cancelled.
We wish for all the war reparations, all the mortgages, all the property taxes, all the IRS payments, all the Social Security payments, all the war reparations, all the taxes that average non-citizen Americans, Aussies, Canadians, Brits, and all the other people who have paid under force and color of law, to be restructured and returned with reasonable and customary interest as prepaid credit.

We wish for everyone, including but not limited to the banks, to understand that our assets and our credit belong to us; we are present and we are competent and we do not allow the Perpetrators of these evils any access to our credit or our assets at all.

We wish for immediate action to forestall any and all False Flags, any unjust rhetoric or propaganda against China, and most of all, prevention of any attack on China by any Mercenary Forces or consortiums of business interests.

Peace is more profitable ---and that is always true, when viewed from a broad enough perspective. Let everyone open their eyes and ears.
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